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Abstract

We study mislearning from equilibrium prices, and contrast this with mislearning from exogenous fundamentals. We micro-found mislearning from prices with a psychologically founded theory of “Partial Equilibrium Thinking” (PET), where traders learn fundamental information from prices, but fail to realize others do so too. PET leads to over-reaction, and upward sloping demand curves, thus contributing to more inelastic markets. The degree of individual-level over-reaction, and the extent of inelasticity varies with the composition of traders, and with the informativeness of new information. More generally, unlike mislearning from fundamentals, mislearning from prices i) generates a two-way feedback between prices and beliefs that can provide an arbitrarily large amount of amplification, and ii) can rationalize both over-reaction and more inelastic markets. The two classes of biases are not mutually exclusive. Instead, they interact in very natural ways, and mislearning from prices can vastly amplify mislearning from fundamentals.
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1 Introduction

The idea that financial markets aggregate dispersed information is central to the Efficient Market Hypothesis, and can be traced back to Hayek (1945). In a world where each agent receives private news about the future payoff of a risky asset and trades on it, the equilibrium price should aggregate all relevant information. However, correctly inferring this information from prices is far from straightforward, as this requires agents to perfectly understand what equilibrium forces generate the price they observe. The Rational Expectations Equilibrium (REE) achieves this level of understanding by assuming common knowledge of rationality. Survey and experimental evidence has however strongly rejected this assumption, by instead finding that misinference is prevalent in games with strategic thinking (Crawford et al. 2013).

In this paper, we study the asset pricing implications of mislearning from prices. To do so, we first develop a psychologically-founded theory of “Partial Equilibrium Thinking” (PET), where traders misinfer information from prices because they fail to realize the general equilibrium consequences of their actions. Second, we consider a broader class of biases, and study how mislearning from equilibrium prices differs and interacts with mislearning from exogenous fundamentals.

We show that partial equilibrium thinking provides a micro-foundation for over-reaction to news, where uninformed traders have upward sloping demand curves. This contributes to more inelastic markets, and allows us to speak to recent evidence that shows that investors do not adjust their holdings much in response to price changes (Koijen and Yogo 2019, Gabaix and Koijen 2022). Moreover, the degree of individual level over-reaction and the extent of inelastic demands are environment dependent, and both are more pronounced when there are more uninformed traders, and when the informativeness of news is low.

Turning to the distinction between mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals, we show that these two classes of biases have different qualitative and quantitative implications. In terms of qualitative implications, only with learning from prices can over-reaction contribute to more inelastic rather than more elastic markets. In terms of quantitative implications, unlike mislearning from fundamentals, mislearning from prices generates a two-way feedback between prices and beliefs that can lead to an arbitrarily large amount
of amplification, even for a fixed bias and a bounded signal.

To better understand what we mean by partial equilibrium thinking, consider a trader who sees the price of Apple Inc.’s stock rise, but does not know what caused this price change. They may think that some informed traders in the market received positive news about Apple and decided to buy, pushing up its price. Given this thought process, our uninformed trader infers positive news about Apple, and also decides to buy. However, traders who think in this way fail to realize that every other uninformed trader in the market may be thinking and behaving just like them. Therefore, while part of the price rise they observe is due to the buying pressure of informed agents trading on new information, part of it may be due to the buying pressure of other uninformed traders. If instead uninformed traders attribute the whole price rise to new information alone, they infer news which is better than in reality.

This notion of partial equilibrium thinking builds on extensive evidence that shows that people do indeed tend to make mistakes when learning information from equilibrium outcomes, above and beyond the type of mistakes they might make when learning from exogenous signals (Nagel 1995, Stahl and Wilson 1995, Costa-Gomes et al. 2001; see Crawford et al. 2013 for a survey). While previous papers have considered the financial market implications of not fully using the information in prices (Eyster et al. 2019, Mondria et al. 2022), we study the implications of over-inference, which in the social learning literature has been widely documented and studied with models of correlation neglect, naïve herding, and $K$–level thinking (Eyster and Rabin 2008, Eyster and Rabin 2010, and Gagnon-Bartsch and Rabin 2017). We build on these models, and introduce this type of bias in a general context.

---

1For example, Esponda and Vespa (2014), Martínez-Marquina et al. (2019), Ngangoué and Weizsäcker (2021) and Keniston et al. (2021) find evidence of under-inference, while Kübler and Weizsäcker (2004), Ziegelmeyer et al. (2013), Penczynski (2017) and Eyster et al. (2018) find evidence of over-inference as agents tend to under-estimate the extent to which others are also learning information from equilibrium outcomes. We consider other types of biases in Section 3, and allow for heterogeneous beliefs in Section 4.

2Eyster et al. (2019) assumes that either traders do not infer information from prices (fully cursed) or that traders act as if they correctly infer information from prices and then only partially use it (partially cursed). Mondria et al. (2022) considers traders who correctly infer information from prices, but then add noise to the signal they inferred. In our model, both these biases can be nested in mislearning from fundamentals, as agents behave as if they had inferred the right information, and then don’t update their beliefs enough in the direction of such news. As a result, there is no two-way feedback between prices and beliefs. Moreover, these models provide a micro-foundation for under-reaction to news, while our model micro-founds over-reaction. Not only can our bias still address excess volume (which is the focus of these other papers), but over-reaction allows us to additionally speak to excess volatility and inelastic markets, as well as survey evidence that investors predominantly over-react to news (Greenwood and Shleifer 2014, Bordalo et al. 2022).

3See Banerjee (1992), Bikhchandani et al. (1992), Chandrasekhar et al. (2020) on rational herding,
equilibrium framework, where prices don’t only have an informational role, but also have a market feedback effect role.\textsuperscript{4,5}

Section 2 starts by formalizing the intuition behind the Apple example. We model a continuum of agents who solve a portfolio choice problem between a risky and a riskless asset. A fraction of agents receives news about the future fundamental value of the asset and are thus informed. The remaining agents are uninformed but can infer information from prices. We assume that uninformed traders think in partial equilibrium, and they infer information from prices while failing to realize that all other uninformed traders do so too. This leads them to extract a signal which is biased and more extreme than the true one informed traders hold. The combination of over-reaction and endogenously heterogeneous beliefs then allows us to speak to the asset pricing puzzles of excess volatility, excess trading volume, and return predictability.\textsuperscript{6}

Additionally, we offer new predictions that relate to the growing evidence on inelastic markets (Gabaix and Koijen 2022).\textsuperscript{7} Specifically, even though at first sight one might associate the empirically documented insensitivity of holdings to prices with under-reaction, we show that, when traders mislearn information from prices, more inelastic markets can be symptomatic of over-reaction in beliefs, which we need in order to speak to the other asset

\textsuperscript{4}Eyster et al. (2014) present a model of social learning with \textit{congestion costs}, which is a form of market feedback. However, they only consider purely rational learning.

\textsuperscript{5}A strand of the social learning literature (e.g., Frick, Iijima and Ishii 2020 or Bohren and Hauser 2021) studies cases where agents are endowed with a set of misspecified models, and among these models they restrict their beliefs to the ones that maximize the fit to the data they observe. The concept of Berk-Nash equilibrium (Esponda and Pouzo 2016) captures learning in those settings. By contrast, our agents consider only one misspecified model of the world, and use this model to update their beliefs about the information possessed by others.


\textsuperscript{7}Our paper relates to the evidence on the macro elasticity of demand, which studies how agents’ holdings change in response to flows from bonds to stocks (Da et al. 2018, Gabaix and Koijen 2022, Hartzmark and Solomon 2022). There is also an extensive body of work estimating the micro elasticity of demand, which studies changes in holdings in response to flows from one stock to another (Shleifer 1986, Chang et al. 2015, Koijen and Yogo 2019, Haddad et al. 2021, Pavlova and Sikorskaya 2023), and these estimates are also much lower than theory implied estimates (Petajisto 2009, Davis et al. 2023). Finally, a more recent literature studies these questions at the factor level as well (Ben-David et al. 2022, Peng and Wang 2023, Li 2022).
pricing puzzles of excess volatility, excess volume and expected return predictability.

To gain intuition on how partial equilibrium thinking speaks to these issues, notice that prices play a dual role in our model. First, prices act as a measure of scarcity. Higher prices make the asset more expensive, leading all traders to want to hold less of it, and pushing towards downward sloping demand curves. Second, prices in our model also have an informational role. Higher prices reflect better fundamentals, leading uninformed traders to want to hold more of the asset, and fuelling a positive feedback effect between prices and beliefs, which pushes towards upward sloping demand curves. Following a price rise(fall), the informational role of prices attenuates agents’ desire to decrease(increase) their asset demand due to the asset being more expensive(cheaper), therefore contributing to more inelastic markets.

Moreover, partial equilibrium thinking predicts that the extent of over-reaction and demand inelasticity is environment dependent, with markets exhibiting more over-reaction and greater inelasticity when there are fewer informed traders and when fundamental signals are less informative. These are environments when the influence on prices of uninformed traders’ beliefs is greater. Partial equilibrium thinkers then neglect a greater source of price variation, leading to a stronger bias at the individual level. If the extent of misinference is large enough, even the aggregate demand function for the risky asset may become upward sloping, making the equilibrium unstable. As we approach these unstable regions, the wedge between REE and PET outcomes can grow arbitrarily large, even though at the individual level the nature of the psychological bias itself is fixed.

Section 3 relates our theory of partial equilibrium thinking to the behavioral finance literature on over-reaction surveyed by Barberis (2018). Many of these biases can be understood as operating through one of two channels in the expectation formation process: mislearning

---

8Our model not only implies that markets exhibit more aggregate level over-reaction when this is the case, but also that the individual level of over-reaction varies with these parameters.

9We also make a connection to the literature on K-Level thinking and on “dampening general equilibrium” in macroeconomics and finance (Greenwood and Hanson 2015, Angeletos and Lian 2017, García-Schmidt and Woodford 2019, Farhi and Werning 2019 and Iovino and Sergeyev 2020). These papers study setups where K-Level thinkers fail to fully take into account how others respond to fundamental shocks. Importantly, there is no learning from equilibrium outcomes, which is central to our theory. The papers that do consider learning from aggregate outcomes instead assume that agents are rational (Angeletos and Werning 2006, Hellwig et al. 2006, Amador and Weill 2010 and Chahrour and Gaballo 2021).
from prices (Glaeser and Nathanson 2017), or mislearning from fundamentals (Scheinkman and Xiong 2003, Bordalo et al. 2022, Nagel and Xu 2022). To capture these two different classes of biases, we break down the expectations formation process in two steps: whenever traders learn information from prices, we can think of them as first learning fundamental signals from prices; and then processing those fundamental signals to compute posterior beliefs. There are also models that blur the distinction between these two steps (e.g. models of mechanical price and return extrapolation, as in De Long et al. 1990, Hong and Stein 1999, Barberis and Shleifer 2003, Barberis et al. 2018, Jin and Sui 2022). Breaking down the expectation formation process as we do allows us to study both classes of biases separately, before turning to their interaction.

These two classes of biases have different qualitative and quantitative implications. First, the two-way feedback between prices and beliefs embedded in the informational role of prices, and the possibility of unstable equilibria are more general feature of mislearning from prices. Second, mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals predict a different relationship between individual level over-/under-reaction and the extent of demand inelasticity. When traders mislearn from prices, over-reaction is associated with more inelastic markets, as uninformed traders engage in positive feedback trading and have upward sloping demand curves (Gabaix et al. 2022). Instead, mislearning from fundamentals is unable to generate upward sloping demand functions for uninformed traders, and the comparative static between the extent of the bias, and demand elasticities is either reversed, or absent altogether. Intuitively, mislearning from fundamentals does not influence the informational role of prices, so that these biases can affect demand elasticities only via distortions in traders’ risk-bearing capacities. To the extent that over-reaction from learning from fundamentals is often associated with an increased risk-bearing capacity and agents trading more aggressively against any perceived mispricing, this leads to more elastic demand curves, making the empirical evidence on inelastic markets even more puzzling.

---

10Anecdotal evidence suggests that traders may indeed (mis)learn fundamental information from prices. For example, Robinhood advises traders to think about their strategy as follows: “[y]our decision to buy or sell a stock should be based on your belief in the value of a company. If the earnings call gives people more confidence in a company, stock prices often go up. If people lose confidence in a company’s performance, stock prices typically go down. Checking if a company’s stock price goes up or down after earnings is a great gut check to see how well the market believes a company is doing” (https://robinhood.com/us/en/support/articles/using-earnings-a-companys-report-card/).
Finally, in our framework mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals are not mutually exclusive, consistent with recent evidence that return expectations and earning expectations may be interlinked (Giglio et al. 2021, Beutel and Weber 2022). We show that the interaction between these two classes of biases can arise in very natural ways whenever traders are learning information from prices. For example, misinference from mistakenly assuming the world is rational can vastly amplify biases in learning from fundamentals.

Section 4 considers several extensions, and discusses how our results generalize when agents use heterogeneous models of the world to learn information from prices, and when prices are partially revealing. Section 5 concludes.

2 Model

Setup. We consider a setup similar to Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), after information acquisition costs have been incurred. Agents solve a portfolio choice problem between a risky and a risk-free asset. The risk-free asset is in elastic supply and we normalize its price and its gross rate of return to 1. The risky asset is in fixed supply $Z$, and has a terminal (next-period) payoff of $v \sim N(\mu_0, \tau^{-1}_0)$ per share. We let $P$ be the price of the risky asset.

There is a continuum of measure one of agents with constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility over terminal wealth. Agent $i$’s portfolio choice problem then reduces to (Campbell 2018):

$$\max_{X_i} \left\{ X_i (E[v|I_i] - P) - \frac{1}{2} AX_i^2 V[v|I_i] \right\}$$

with first-order condition:

$$X_i = \frac{E[v|I_i] - P}{AV[v|I_i]}$$

where $A$ is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion, $X_i$ captures the number of shares that agent $i$ invests in the risky asset, and $I_i$ is agent $i$’s information set. Moreover, we use $E[\cdot]$ and $V[\cdot]$ to refer to the mean and variance of a random variable, respectively.

Turning to the information structure, we assume that a fraction $\phi$ of agents are Informed ($I$) and receive a common noisy signal $s = v + \epsilon$, where $\epsilon \sim N(0, \tau^{-1}_s)$ is independent of $v$. The remaining fraction $1 - \phi$ of agents are Uninformed ($U$), and do not directly observe the
realization of $s$. Instead, they can learn information $\tilde{s}$ from prices. Throughout the paper we use $\tilde{\cdot}$ to refer to uninformed traders’ beliefs about a variable, so that in this case $\tilde{s}$ is uninformed traders’ beliefs of the signal $s$ informed traders received. The setup and the moments which define the conditional distribution of $v|s$ are common knowledge.

**Partial Equilibrium Thinking.** Understanding what signal $\tilde{s}$ uninformed traders infer from prices is what lies at the core of our theory of partial equilibrium thinking, and this in turn depends on uninformed traders’ beliefs of what generates the price that they observe. Under rational expectations, uninformed traders infer the right information from prices because they perfectly understand what generates every price change: they understand that part of it is due to informed traders’ response to new information, and part of it is coming from the buying/selling pressure of uninformed traders who learn that information from prices. This level of understanding is achieved via the strong assumption of common knowledge of rationality. We build on experimental evidence that shows that people tend to underestimate the extent to which others also learn information from aggregate outcomes (Kübler and Weizsäcker 2004, Ziegelmeyer et al. 2013, Penczynski 2017, Eyster et al. 2018), and develop a theory of partial equilibrium thinking, where traders misunderstand what generates the price change they observe because they neglect the second source of price variation due to other uninformed traders’ learning from prices. Specifically, uninformed PET traders think that they are the only ones learning information from prices, and that all other traders are trading on their private information alone. This leads them to use a misspecified mapping, and to infer biased information from prices, such that $\tilde{s} \neq s$.

---

11We use this asymmetric information structure to illustrate our notion of PET in the simplest possible framework. In Online Appendix G we show that the intuitions of our model go through even when we allow for a symmetric information structure where all agents receive a private signal.

12Prices aggregate dispersed information about fundamentals. Since this information is valuable to uninformed traders (their payoff depends on how accurate their forecast of fundamentals is), they have an incentive to learn that information from prices.

13Since prices are fully revealing, uninformed traders extract a signal that is scalar-valued. Online Appendix F extends our model to the case where the supply of the risky asset is stochastic, so that prices are only partially revealing. In this case, agents can only infer a noisy signal of $s$ from prices, which translates into a non-degenerate subjective distribution of $\tilde{s}$. 

---

7
**Bayesian Updating.** Importantly, since prices are fully revealing, uninformed traders think they are inferring the exact signal that informed traders received. Since the conditional distribution of the signal is common knowledge, uninformed traders know the precision of the signal is $\tau_s$.$^{14}$ Therefore, given a signal $s_i \in \{s, \tilde{s}\}$, traders obtain their posterior beliefs via Bayesian updating, such that $v|s_i$ is normally distributed with mean $E[v|s_i] = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} s_i + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0$ and variance $\text{Var}[v|s_i] = (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}$. In Section 3 we relax this assumption, and we allow for non-rational bayesian updating.

**Equilibrium.** Given this setup, we can solve for equilibrium outcomes in three steps.

*Step 1: True Price Function.* We need to determine what truly generates the price agents observe. Given any pair of information sets, $\mathcal{I}_I = \{s\}$ and $\mathcal{I}_U = \{\tilde{s}\}$, we compute agents’ asset demand functions and impose market clearing. This gives us the market clearing price $P$ as a function of $s$ and of $\tilde{s}$.

*Step 2: Inference from Prices.* We need to determine what uninformed traders think is generating the price they observe. We specify the mapping uninformed agents use to extract information from prices: for any given price $P$, this mapping returns the signal that uninformed agents extract, $\tilde{s}$.

*Step 3: Equilibrium Price and Extracted Signal.* The equilibrium is given by the $(P, \tilde{s})$—pair at the intersection of the mappings obtained in Steps 1 and 2, such that uninformed agents’ beliefs are consistent with the equilibrium price they observe. Specifically, we define the equilibrium as follows.

**Definition 1.** An equilibrium in our economy is a combination of beliefs and prices $(\tilde{s}, P)$ such that:

(i) Agents optimize, according to (2).

---

$^{14}$We assume that the conditional distribution of the true signal is common knowledge to stay as close as possible to the REE benchmark. In equilibrium, the subjective distribution of $\tilde{s}|v$ will differ from the objective distribution of $s|v$. However, uninformed agents need not realize this as the model is attentionally stable, in the sense of Gagnon-Bartsch et al. (2020). Specifically, notice that uninformed traders think they are using the right model of the world to infer information from prices. Conditional on using the right model, prices are a sufficient statistic for the information they need to learn. This means that they need not pay attention to any other variable, and in particular they need not pay attention to the properties of the conditional distribution of $\tilde{s}|v$. Example 7 in Section 3.2 studies the case where $U$ agents are also misspecified about the precision of the signal received by $I$ agents, such that $\tilde{\tau}_s \neq \tau_s$. 
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(ii) The market for the risky asset clears: \( \phi X_I + (1 - \phi) X_U = Z \).

(iii) Agents’ beliefs are consistent with the equilibrium price they observe, given their (mis-specified) model of the world.

In what follows we solve the model under both rational expectations and under partial equilibrium thinking, and draw a close comparison.

2.1 Step 1: True Price Function

The first step in solving the model requires us to specify the true function that generates the price agents observe, conditional on the exogenous signal \( s \) that informed traders receive and on the signal \( \tilde{s} \) that uninformed agents learn from prices (and which we solve for as an equilibrium object in Section 2.2). This, in turn, requires us to determine agents’ posterior beliefs, so we can compute their asset demands and impose market clearing.

Given the information structure, we know that informed traders receive signal \( s \), and update their beliefs via Bayesian updating:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{E}[v|I_I] &= \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} s + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0 \\
\mathcal{V}[v|I_I] &= (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

Uninformed traders instead infer signal \( \tilde{s} \) from prices, leading to the following posterior beliefs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbb{E}[v|I_U] &= \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0 \\
\mathcal{V}[v|I_U] &= (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

Substituting these posterior beliefs in traders’ demand functions in (2) and imposing market clearing translates into the following price function:

\[
P^{True}(s, \tilde{s}) = \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} s + \frac{(1 - \phi) \tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} (\mu_0 - A Z \tau_0^{-1})
\]
which simply reflects that there is a fraction $\phi$ of traders (the informed) who trade on $s$ with precision $\tau_s$, a fraction $1-\phi$ of traders (the uninformed) who trade on $\tilde{s}$ with precision $\tau_s$, and a fraction 1 of traders (both informed and uninformed) who trade on the prior with precision $\tau_0$. This mapping is shown by the solid line in the left panel of Figure 1: given a fixed true signal $s$, this function provides the market clearing price that arises when $I$ agents trade on $s$, and all $U$ agents trade on $\tilde{s}$.

### 2.2 Step 2: Inference Problem and Perceived Price Function

Next, we need to specify what signal $\tilde{s}$ uninformed traders learn from prices. In what follows, we map out how the inference problem under partial equilibrium thinking differs from the rational benchmark.\(^{15}\)

To solve this inference problem, we ought to understand what uninformed traders think is generating the price they observe. This in turn requires us to understand their beliefs of other agents’ posterior beliefs. Both REE and PET uninformed traders think that informed traders receive signal $\tilde{s}$, and update their beliefs via Bayesian updating:\(^{16}\)

\[
\mathbb{E}[v|\tilde{I}_I] = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0 \\
\mathbb{V}[v|\tilde{I}_I] = (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}
\]

REE and PET traders instead differ in their beliefs of other uninformed traders’ beliefs. REE traders think that uninformed traders have the same beliefs as informed traders, as they recognize that uniformed traders are able to infer the right information from prices:

\[
\mathbb{E}[v|\tilde{I}_U]_{REE} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0 \\
\mathbb{V}[v|\tilde{I}_U]_{REE} = (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}
\]

Instead, PET traders mistakenly think that other uninformed traders are not learning in-  

\(^{15}\)Appendix B further highlights that the inference problem of uninformed agents in the REE involves a complicated fixed-point problem, which is instead absent for uninformed PET traders, who instead solve a much simpler inference problem.

\(^{16}\)Recall that $\tilde{s}$ is uninformed traders’ beliefs of the signal informed traders received.
formation from prices, and believe that other uninformed traders are trading on their prior beliefs:

\[ \mathbb{E}[v|\tilde{I}_U]_{PET} = \mu_0 \]  
\[ \nabla[v|\tilde{I}_U]_{PET} = (\tau_0)^{-1} \]  

Imposing market clearing then leads REE and PET traders to use different mappings to infer information from prices. Rational uninformed traders invert the following price function:\textsuperscript{17}

\[ P_{REE}^{Miss}(\tilde{s}) = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \]  

which reflects that a fraction 1 of traders (both informed and uninformed) trade on \( \tilde{s} \) with precision \( \tau_s \) and on the prior with precision \( \tau_0 \). Instead, PET traders think that prices are generated by the following price function:

\[ P_{PET}^{Miss}(\tilde{s}) = \frac{\phi\tau_s}{\phi\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\phi\tau_s + \tau_0} (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \]  

which reflects \( U \) agents’ beliefs that only a fraction \( \phi \) of agents (i.e. only the informed) trade on \( \tilde{s} \) with precision \( \tau_s \), and a fraction 1 of agents (both the informed and the uninformed) trade on the prior with precision \( \tau_0 \).\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, relative to the rational benchmark, uninformed PET traders fail to take into account that the fraction \( 1 - \phi \) of traders who are uninformed also trade on the signal they inferred from prices. The PET mapping in (15) is shown by the dashed line in the left panel of Figure 1: given any price \( P \) on the vertical axis, this mapping returns on the horizontal axis the signal \( \tilde{s} \) that PET agents extract.\textsuperscript{19,20}

\textsuperscript{17}Appendix B shows more formally that this is the result of a fixed-point argument, which is instead absent in the derivation of the PET mapping. That allows us to highlight how the PET mapping is cognitively much simpler than the REE counterpart. Online Appendices F and G further considers the case with noisy supply such that prices are only partially revealing. In that case, the fixed-point problem embedded in the REE is even more involved, and using PET inference is once again cognitively much simpler.

\textsuperscript{18}In order to stay as close as possible to the REE benchmark, here we assume that PET traders know the fraction of informed traders, \( \phi \). We allow for uninformed traders to hold misspecified beliefs about this quantity (\( \phi \neq \phi \)) in Section 3: \( 0 < \phi < \phi \) amplifies our results further, while \( \phi > \phi \) dampens them.

\textsuperscript{19}Because signals are normally distributed, and prices in the misspecified model are linear in the signal, any observed price can be rationalized by some \( \tilde{s} \).

\textsuperscript{20}The PET inference process can also be seen as 2-level thinking. Online Appendix D allows for \( K \)-level thinking and shows that it converges to the REE fixed-point as \( K \) grows to infinity if and only if \( \phi > 1/2 \).
Comparison of the PET and REE mappings. Comparing the slope of the PET mapping in (15) to the rational counterpart in (14) is informative of the nature of misinference inherent in partial equilibrium thinking:

$$\frac{\partial P_{\text{PET}}^{\text{Mis}}(\tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}} = \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\phi \tau_s + \tau_0} < \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} = \frac{\partial P_{\text{REE}}^{\text{Mis}}(\tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}}$$ (16)

PET agents think that the price is less responsive to new information than it truly is, as they think that uninformed agents trade less aggressively on new information than they really do. By under-estimating the sensitivity of prices to new information, PET agents attribute too much of the price change they observe to new information and extract a signal that is more extreme than in reality, as in the Apple example in the introduction. The extent of misinference is decreasing both in the fraction of informed traders ($\phi$), and in the precision of the signal relative to the prior ($\tau_s/\tau_0$). Intuitively, when $\phi$ and $\tau_s/\tau_0$ are lower, uninformed traders have a greater influence on prices, leading partial equilibrium thinkers to neglect a greater source of price variation.

Inference and Demand Curves. Not only does PET lead to over-reaction to news, but it does so by inducing uninformed traders to have upward sloping demand curves. To see why this is the case, we can compare the slope of informed and uninformed traders’ demand curves as follows:

$$\frac{\partial X_I}{\partial P} = -\frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} < 0$$ (17)

$$\frac{\partial X_U}{\partial P} = -\frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} \left(1 - \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \frac{\partial \tilde{s}}{\partial P}\right) = -\frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} \left(1 - \frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} \left(1 - \frac{\tau_0}{\phi \tau_s} \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s}} \right) > 0 \quad (18)$$

While the slope of informed traders’ demand curve is unambiguously negative, the slope of uninformed traders’ demand curve has two terms that push in opposite directions in determining its sign. These two terms reflect that prices play a dual role in this general equilibrium environment. First, they have their standard role as a measure of scarcity: higher prices make the asset more expensive, inducing all agents to reduce their asset demand. Second, prices also have an informational role: higher prices reflect better fundamentals,
leading uninformed agents to want to hold more of the asset.

The second equality in (18) shows that with partial equilibrium thinking the informational role of prices dominates, and uninformed traders have upward sloping demand curves. Intuitively, following good news, PET traders think that other uninformed traders are under-reacting to news, meaning that they think that the asset is undervalued, and this turns them into momentum traders. This is in contrast to the rational counterpart, where \( \frac{\partial \tilde{s}}{\partial P} = \frac{\tau_s + \tau_0}{\tau_s} \) and \( \frac{\partial X_{REE}}{\partial P} = 0 \), so that uninformed rational traders have perfectly inelastic demand curves, as they think that the asset is always correctly priced.

At the aggregate level, partial equilibrium thinking contributes to more inelastic markets than under rational expectations thus providing an additional channel in understanding the causes of inelastic markets (Gabaix and Koijen 2022): following a price increase, PET’s stronger informational role of prices leads to a greater dampening of the reduction in holdings due to the asset becoming more expensive.

**Proposition 1 (Elasticity of Demand with Partial Equilibrium Thinking).** Partial equilibrium thinking leads uninformed traders to have upward sloping demand curves, therefore making the aggregate demand for the risky asset more inelastic than under rational expectations. Moreover, markets are more inelastic when there are fewer informed traders in the market, and when the precision of the signal relative to the prior is low.

**Proof.** All proofs are in Appendix A, unless stated otherwise. □

**Empirical Counterparts.** There are a number of empirical findings that relate to our predictions. First, with partial equilibrium thinking uninformed traders’ demand elasticity depends on how aggressively they think others trade, which is consistent with the type of behavior modeled and documented in Haddad et al. (2021). Second, the upward sloping nature of uninformed PET agents’ demand curves is consistent with recent evidence on US
households. Specifically, Gabaix et al. (2022) study the portfolio rebalancing behavior of US households and find that less wealthy households act as momentum traders during market downturns, with wealthier households taking the opposite side. If we think of wealth levels as proxying how “informed” agents are likely to be, then this trading behavior is consistent with our model’s prediction that informed (wealthier) agents have more elastic demands than uninformed (less wealthy) agents, with the latter group having upward sloping demand curves. Moreover, Koijen et al. (2020) find time-variation in the weights that investors put on stock characteristics in forming their beliefs. One interpretation for these findings is that the way investors process information is environment dependent. Partial equilibrium thinking provides a belief-based explanation for such environment-dependence, and additionally predicts that this variation (as well as the extent of demand inelasticity) should depend on the composition of traders in the market, and on the informativeness of new information.

To test the predictions in Proposition 1 more directly, we need empirical proxies for the fraction of informed agents and for the informativeness of news. Prior work has found a number of possible candidates (see Veldkamp (2023) for a review). For example, Gompers and Metrick (2001), Boehmer and Kelley (2009) and Yan and Zhang (2009) use the share of institutional investors to proxy for informed traders, while Laarits and Sammon (2022) use the fraction of retail traders as a proxy for uninformed trading. Turning to the precision of new information, Hong et al. (2000) proxy this with the number of analysts covering a given stock, while Bae et al. (2008) uses the precision of forecasts reported in survey data. Understanding how demand inelasticity varies with these quantities, both in the time-series and in the cross-section, would shed further light in understanding potential sources of misinference.

2.3 Step 3: Equilibrium Price and Extracted Signal

The equilibrium price and extracted signal are given by the intersection of the true and misspecified mappings we just derived (as in the left panel of Figure 1), as this is the only point where the signal uninformed agents extract from prices is consistent with the equilibrium price they observe. To see why, suppose instead that we were to start from a price away from the intersection of the true and misspecified mappings, as in the left
panel of Figure 1. Following the arrows, given this price, uninformed traders would use the misspecified mapping to infer a signal from prices. But if all uninformed traders were to trade on that extracted signal, the true mapping shows that the market clearing price would be higher, leading uninformed traders to extract an even higher signal, and so on. Instead, at the intersection, if uninformed traders observe $P$, they extract signal $\tilde{s}$, and if all uninformed traders trade on $\tilde{s}$ the price that clears the market is precisely $P$.

**Rational Expectations Equilibrium.** Solving for the equilibrium price and extracted signal $(P_{REE}, \tilde{s}_{REE})$—pair such that $P_{REE} \equiv P^{True}(s, \tilde{s}_{REE}) = P^{Mis}_{REE}(\tilde{s}_{REE})$ in (7) and (14), we find:

$$P_{REE} = \frac{s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} - \frac{s_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \quad (19)$$

$$\tilde{s}_{REE} = s \quad (20)$$

Comparing (14) to (19) we see that when uninformed traders have rational expectations they use the right mapping to infer information from prices, which in turn allows them to infer the right signal, as shown in (20).

**Partial Equilibrium Thinking.** Solving for the equilibrium price and extracted signal $(P_{PET}, \tilde{s}_{PET})$—pair such that $P_{PET} \equiv P^{True}(s, \tilde{s}_{PET}) = P^{Mis}_{PET}(\tilde{s}_{PET})$ in (7) and (15), we find:

$$P_{PET} = \left( \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1-\phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0} \right) s + \left( 1 - \frac{s}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1-\phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0} \right) (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \quad (21)$$

$$\tilde{s}_{PET} = \left( 1 + \frac{(1-\phi)^2 \tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1-\phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0} \right) s + \left( \frac{(1-\phi)^2 \tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1-\phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0} \right) (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \quad (22)$$

where the denominator in (21) and (22) is positive as long as the aggregate demand for the risky asset is downward sloping, so that the equilibrium is stable:

$$\frac{\partial X_{TOT}}{\partial P} = -\frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} \left( 1 - \frac{(1-\phi)\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \times \frac{\phi\tau_s + \tau_0}{\phi \tau_s} \right) < 0 \quad (23)$$
This, in turn, requires that in the aggregate the informational role of prices is weaker than the scarcity role.

**Lemma 1 (Stability).** The PET equilibrium is stable when the aggregate excess demand function for the risky asset is downward sloping. In our setup, this requires:

$$\phi > \left(1 + \sqrt{1 + \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0}}\right)^{-1}$$

Therefore, the stability region is increasing both in the fraction of informed agents, $\phi$, and in the informativeness of the signal relative to the prior, $\tau_s/\tau_0$.

We can illustrate this notion of stability graphically by noticing that the strength of the informational role of prices in (23) is determined by the relative slope of the true and misspecified mappings in (7) and (15) respectively, and that stability simply requires that the true mapping be steeper than the misspecified mapping $\left(1 - \frac{\partial P^{True}(s, \tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}} / \frac{\partial P^{Mis}(\tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}} > 0\right)$, as in the left panel of Figure 1. Intuitively, the shallower the PET mapping in (15) is, the greater the wedge between the PET and the rational mapping, and the greater the extent of over-reaction, as discussed in Section 2.2. Moreover, the steeper the true mapping in (7) is, the greater is the influence on prices of uninformed traders’ biased beliefs. Both these forces contribute to amplifying the informational role of prices. The relative slope of the true and misspecified mappings thus exactly quantifies the strength of the feedback effect between prices and beliefs:

$$\text{strength of feedback effect} = \frac{\partial P^{True}(\tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}} / \frac{\partial P^{Mis}(\tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}} = \frac{(1 - \phi)\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \times \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\phi \tau_s}$$

If the true mapping becomes steeper than the misspecified mapping, then the informational role of prices dominates over the scarcity role, leading to an upward sloping aggregate demand curve. The right panel of Figure 1 shows that when this is the case the feedback between prices and beliefs implicit in partial equilibrium thinking becomes so strong that the equilibrium becomes unstable, and if we were to start calling out prices and beliefs away from the steady state, a tâtonnement process would diverge away.

In the rest of the paper, we focus on the properties of stable equilibria, so that the
Figure 1: PET Feedback Effect and Stability. This figure illustrates the feedback effect between prices and beliefs implicit in partial equilibrium thinking, and graphically shows how the equilibrium can be either stable or unstable. The solid black line plots the mapping used by uninformed traders to infer information from prices, while the solid gray line plots the true market clearing price function when informed agents trade on a fixed signal $s$, and uninformed agents extract a signal $\tilde{s}$ from prices. The intersection of the two mappings gives the PET equilibrium price and extracted signal for a given $s$. The arrows trace out the tâtonnement process that would arise if we started at a point away from the intersection of the two mappings. Panel (a) provides an example of a stable equilibrium, and shows that in this case the tâtonnement process converges to the steady state equilibrium. Conversely, Panel (b) depicts a case where the equilibrium is unstable, and shows that in this case the tâtonnement process leads prices and beliefs to diverge away from the steady state.

(a) Stable Equilibrium

(b) Unstable Equilibrium

denominator in (21) and (22) is positive, and prices and beliefs are increasing in the terminal payoff. The reason why we focus on stable equilibria is that we are studying the properties of steady state outcomes, and empirical evidence suggests that the aggregate excess demand function is indeed downward sloping on average.\(^{22}\) It is however worth highlighting that unstable regions are simply symptomatic of a feedback effect that is so strong that it becomes explosive. In what follows we show that as we approach these unstable regions the strength of the feedback effect between prices and beliefs becomes stronger, and deviations from the rational benchmark can becomes arbitrarily large.\(^{23}\) Finally, Section 3 shows that the possible unstable nature of equilibrium outcomes is widespread in misinference models, and

\(^{22}\)As prices deviate farther from fundamentals, informed traders earn higher payoffs, therefore increasing the incentives to be informed. Online Appendix C shows that allowing for endogenous information acquisition (on either the intensive or the extensive margin) plays a stabilizing force, and ensures that the equilibrium is stable as long as entry costs are not too high. Even though endogenous information acquisition contributes to ensuring stability, the equilibrium can still approach unstable regions, so our insights about amplification are robust to this extension.

\(^{23}\)In Bastianello and Fontanier (2023) we develop a dynamic model that exploits both stable and unstable equilibria to explain both normal times market dynamics and the formation of bubbles and crashes.
not just a curiosity of PET.

2.4 Over-reaction, Amplification, and Environment Dependence

Comparing the PET equilibrium price and extracted signal in (21) and (22) to their rational counterparts in (19) and (20), we notice two key properties of PET. First, PET agents extract a biased signal from prices, therefore leading to endogenously heterogeneous beliefs without relying on heterogeneous priors, or agree to disagree motives. Second, the type of misinference induced by partial equilibrium thinking provides a micro-foundation for over-reaction to news.

Relative to other models of over-reaction, the micro-foundation provided by partial equilibrium thinking has three key features. First, the size of the bias is environment dependent, with over-reaction being more accentuated when there are less informed traders in the market, and when the precision of the signal is low relative to the prior. While it is not necessarily surprising that the aggregate level of over-reaction depends on the composition of traders, the fact that the individual level of over-reaction also depends on the composition of traders is a distinguishing feature of our model that can be tested empirically.\footnote{For example, in models of over-confidence or diagnostic expectations the extent of individual level over-reaction is assumed to be constant across environments.}

Intuitively, a smaller fraction of informed traders in the market, and a lower precision of the signal relative to the prior both increase the influence on prices of uninformed traders’ beliefs. This leads partial equilibrium thinkers to neglect a greater source of price variation, which in turn translates into a stronger bias.

Corollary 1 (Over-reaction and Environment-dependence). Partial equilibrium thinking provides a micro-foundation for over-reaction to news, where the degree of both individual and aggregate level over-reaction is decreasing in the fraction of informed traders in the market, and in the informativeness of the signal.

Second, as we approach unstable regions, departures from rationality can be arbitrarily large, without relying on extreme signals. This is somewhat striking given that at the individual level the nature of the psychological bias is fixed: regardless of the environment, PET truncates common knowledge of rationality to rationality of second order beliefs.
Proposition 2 (Amplification). Assume that $\phi \tau_s/(\tau_0 + \tau_s)$ and $(1 - \phi)\tau_s/(\tau_0 + \tau_s)$ stay bounded above and below by strictly positive quantities. For a fixed true signal, when the PET equilibrium is stable, the wedge between PET and REE equilibrium outcomes (extracted signals, prices, sensitivities to information, expected returns) grows arbitrarily large in the limit where the feedback effect goes to 1 from below:

$$\frac{(1 - \phi)\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \times \frac{\phi \tau_s + \tau_0}{\phi \tau_s} \to 1^-.$$ (26)

Third, as already discussed in Section 2.2, PET generates over-reaction in a way that leads some traders to have upward sloping demand curves, therefore also contributing to more inelastic markets.

2.5 Asset Pricing Puzzles

The combination of over-reaction and endogenously heterogeneous beliefs implies that partial equilibrium thinking lends itself to explaining the asset pricing puzzles of excess volatility, excess volume, and expected return predictability, as well as providing an additional source of inelastic demands.

Corollary 2 (PET and Asset Pricing Puzzles). The stable PET equilibrium lends itself to reconciling the following asset pricing puzzles.

1. Over-reaction and Excess Volatility: PET delivers over-reaction to news:

$$\frac{\partial P_{PET}}{\partial s} > \frac{\partial P_{REE}}{\partial s};$$ (27)

2. Excess Trading Volume: For any fixed $s \neq \mu_0 - A\tau_0^{-1}$, PET trading volume is strictly positive, and unbounded above:

$$V_{PET} \to +\infty \text{ when } \phi \to \left(1 + \sqrt{1 + \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0}}\right)^+$$ (28)
3. **Expected Return Predictability**: Define expected returns as:

\[ E_t[R] = \mathbb{E}[v|I_t] - P \quad (29) \]

**On average:**
- \( \frac{\partial E_t[R]}{\partial s} > 0 \): U agents’ expected returns are higher in good times;
- \( \frac{\partial R}{\partial s} < 0 \): realized returns are lower in good times.

4. **Inelastic Demands**: PET contributes to more inelastic aggregate demand curves, and induces uninformed traders to have upward sloping demand curves. Moreover, individual elasticities are environment dependent, and vary with the composition of traders in the market, and with the informativeness of signals relative to the prior.

Over-reaction and excess volatility follow immediately from Proposition 1.\(^{25}\) Heterogeneous beliefs additionally yield excess volume, which can be arbitrarily large for environments that approach unstable regions (when the feedback effect increases towards 1). Turning to expected return predictability, this is also a consequence of over-reaction and heterogeneous beliefs: uninformed traders become over-optimistic in good times, only to be systematically disappointed, as documented empirically in Greenwood and Shleifer (2014).\(^{26}\) Our model has a natural explanation: in bad times investors fail to realize that other investors hold the same beliefs as them, and that the equilibrium price is lower to reflect this. This leads them to expect lower returns following bad news, as is the case for uninformed traders in our model. More generally, these findings are consistent with empirical studies that challenge the conventional wisdom on risk-based explanations for time-varying risk-premia. Partial equilibrium thinking also breaks the classic risk/return trade-off and instead delivers time-varying expected returns that do not ultimately compensate investors for bearing risk.\(^{27}\)

\(^{25}\)De La O and Myers (2021) and Bordalo et al. (2022) use survey data to show that over-reaction in cash-flow expectations can account for Shiller’s excess volatility puzzle.

\(^{26}\)Notice that the combination of two key ingredients allows us to speak to the empirical patterns of return predictability documented in Greenwood and Shleifer (2014): heterogeneous agents, and over-reaction. One without the other would not be enough in our setup. For example, models of over-reaction with a representative agent are not able to generate any variation in expected returns, unless they allow for the perceived variance of the fundamental to vary: with \( \text{Var}[v] \) constant, homogeneous beliefs imply that \( \mathbb{E}[v|I_t] = \overline{\mathbb{E}}[v] \) so that expected returns in equation (29) must also be constant.

\(^{27}\)Moreira and Muir (2017) show that a strategy that manages volatility so as to take less risk in recessions...
Finally, while the behavioral finance literature has focused on the three asset pricing puzzles of excess volatility, return predictability and excess trading volume, we additionally draw attention to the role of behavioral biases in speaking to the growing evidence on inelastic markets. Partial equilibrium thinking is consistent with both over-reaction and more inelastic markets, and it offers additional predictions on the sources of heterogeneity and environment dependence of demand elasticities.

Moreover, there is a close connection between the extent of excess volatility and inelasticity that partial equilibrium thinking contributes to. To see this, we can define the extent of excess volatility as:

$$\text{ExcVol} \equiv \left( \frac{\partial P_{PET}}{\partial s} / \frac{\partial P_{REE}}{\partial s} \right)^2$$

We can then relate the slope of the aggregate demand curve under partial equilibrium thinking and under rational expectations as follows:

$$\frac{\partial X_{TOT}^{PET}}{\partial P} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\text{ExcVol}}} \frac{\partial X_{TOT}^{REE}}{\partial P}$$

meaning that partial equilibrium thinking contributes to more inelastic markets, by shrinking the slope of the rational aggregate demand curve by a factor equal to the excess standard deviation. This disciplines by how much our theory can jointly explain asset pricing puzzles. For instance, if misinference is responsible for a degree of over-reaction that leads to prices being twice as sensitive to information compared to the rational counterfactual, then misinference also explains a market elasticity halved compared to the rational counterfactual. Given the substantial amount of excess belief volatility compared to rational expectations (Augenblick and Lazarus 2023), we view our theory as a promising way to jointly explain these puzzles.

We return to this in Section 3.3, where we show that these prediction differentiate PET from conventional models of mislearning from fundamentals.

and crisis still earns high average returns, contrary to what leading models would predict. Jensen (2023) shows that most factors earning a positive realized excess return are actually perceived as safer by analysts.
3 Mislearning from Prices and from Fundamentals

As discussed in the introduction, whenever traders learn information from prices, we can break down the expectation formation process in two steps: first, uninformed traders infer fundamental information $\tilde{s}$ from prices, and second they combine this new information with their prior beliefs.

So far, we have provided a micro-foundation for mislearning from endogenous outcomes, while maintaining rational Bayesian updating in the signal processing part of the expectations formation process. We now allow for biases in both steps of the expectation formation process, and distinguish between biases that arise from learning from (endogenous) prices, and those that arise from learning from (exogenous) fundamentals. Examples of the former type of bias include models of naïve inference (Glaeser and Nathanson 2017), PET, and $K$-level thinking in inference. Examples of the latter include models of over-confidence (Daniel et al. 2001), dismissiveness (Banerjee 2011), inattention (Gabaix 2019), and diagnostic expectations (Bordalo et al. 2019).

Studying these biases within a general framework serves two different purposes. First, it makes it possible to nest other biases commonly used in the behavioral economics literature, thus allowing us to clarify how the insights on instability and inelastic demands we have uncovered so far differ across biases. Second, it allows us to study how these two classes of biases might interact in a very natural way.

3.1 Biases in Learning from (Exogenous) Fundamentals

Biases that arise from learning from (exogenous) fundamentals can effectively be thought of as biases in Bayesian updating: given a fundamental signal, agents put the wrong weight on that signal in forming their posterior beliefs. In what follows, we show that many biases in learning from (exogenous) fundamentals can be expressed as follows:

$$\mathbb{E}[v|\mathcal{I}_i] = \hat{g}s_i + (1 - \hat{g})\mu_0$$ (30)

$$\nabla[v|\mathcal{I}_i] = (\hat{r}_s + \tau_0)^{-1}$$ (31)
where \( s_i = s \) for \( i = I \), and \( s_i = \tilde{s} \) for \( i = U \), \( \hat{\tau}_s \) is traders’ perception of the precision of their signal, and \( \hat{g} \) is the weight that traders put on their signal in updating their posterior beliefs. When traders do (rational) Bayesian updating, then \( \hat{\tau}_s = \tau_s \) and \( \hat{g} = g \equiv \frac{\tau}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \). Instead, \( \hat{\tau}_s > \tau_s \) and \( \tau_s > \tau_s \) push traders to over-react to their signal, and conversely \( \hat{\tau}_s < \tau_s \) and \( \hat{\tau}_s < \tau_s \) push traders to under-react to their signal. When computing agents’ demand functions (conditional on traders’ signals) and solving for market clearing, these biases affect how strongly traders’ signals get incorporated into prices in the true price function, leading to \( \hat{\alpha} \neq \alpha \) and \( \hat{\beta} \neq \beta \). For ease of illustration, in what follows we let \( Z = 0 \), and we solve for the general case in Online Appendix B.2.

**Definition 2** (Mislearning from (Exogenous) Fundamentals). Let \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) be the coefficients that determine the influence on prices of informed and uninformed traders’ signals when they perform (rational) Bayesian updating. When traders have biases in learning information from exogenous fundamentals, the true price function can be expressed as:

\[
P^{\text{True}}(s, \tilde{s}) = \hat{\alpha}s + \hat{\beta}\tilde{s} + (1 - \hat{\alpha} - \hat{\beta})\mu_0, \tag{32}
\]

where \( \hat{\alpha} \neq \alpha \), and \( \hat{\beta} \neq \beta \) capture behavioral departures from the rational benchmark.

### 3.1.1 Nesting Biases in Learning from (Exogenous) Fundamentals

While the formulation in Definition 2 may seem restrictive, it nests a large number of biases often used in the literature. We briefly show below how one can fit over-confidence (Daniel et al. 2001), dismissiveness (Banerjee 2011), diagnostic expectations (Bordalo et al. 2019), and inattention (Gabaix 2019) using the setup and notation of Section 2.

**Example 1** (Over-Confidence). Agents are over-confident with respect to their private signal when they believe that its precision is \( \hat{\tau}_s = \kappa^{\text{oc}}\tau_s \), and \( \hat{\tau}_s = \frac{\kappa^{\text{oc}}\tau_s}{\kappa^{\text{oc}}\tau_s + \tau_0} \) with \( \kappa^{\text{oc}} > 1 \). Assuming, as in (Daniel et al. 2001), that agents use the correct precision for the signals they extract from prices, the resulting coefficients are:

\[
\hat{\alpha}^{\text{oc}} = \frac{\phi^{\kappa^{\text{oc}}\tau_s}}{\tau_0 + (\phi^{\kappa^{\text{oc}}} + (1 - \phi))\tau_s}; \quad \hat{\beta}^{\text{oc}} = \frac{(1 - \phi)\tau_s}{\tau_0 + (\phi^{\kappa^{\text{oc}}} + (1 - \phi))\tau_s} \tag{33}
\]
leading to $\hat{\alpha}^{oc} > \alpha$ and $\hat{\beta}^{oc} < \beta$.

**Example 2** (Dismissiveness). Agents are dismissive when they believe that the precision of extracted signals is $\hat{\tau}_s = \kappa^{dis} \tau_s$ and $\hat{g} = \frac{\kappa^{dis} \tau_s}{\kappa^{dis} \tau_s + \tau_0}$, with $\kappa^{dis} < 1$. The resulting coefficients are:

$$
\hat{\alpha}^{dis} = \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\tau_0 + (\phi + (1 - \phi) \kappa^{dis}) \tau_s} ; \quad \hat{\beta}^{dis} = \frac{(1 - \phi) \kappa^{dis} \tau_s}{\tau_0 + (\phi + (1 - \phi) \kappa^{dis}) \tau_s}
$$

leading to $\hat{\alpha}^{dis} > \alpha$ and $\hat{\beta}^{dis} < \beta$.

**Example 3** (Diagnostic Expectations). Agents are diagnostic when they put too much weight on recent news, which in our framework means that all agents use $\hat{\tau}_s = \tau_s$ and $\hat{g} = \theta g$, with $\theta > 1$ capturing the degree of diagnosticity. The resulting coefficients are:

$$
\hat{\alpha}^{de} = \frac{\phi \theta \tau_s}{\tau_0 + \tau_s} ; \quad \hat{\beta}^{de} = \frac{(1 - \phi) \theta \tau_s}{\tau_0 + \tau_s}
$$

leading to $\hat{\alpha}^{de} > \alpha$ and $\hat{\beta}^{de} > \beta$.

**Example 4** (Inattention). Agents are inattentive in the sense of Gabaix (2019) when they update their beliefs only partially towards the direction of the signal: $\hat{\tau}_s = m \tau_s$ and $\hat{g} = \frac{m \tau_s}{m \tau_s + \tau_0}$, with $m < 1$ capturing the degree of inattention. The resulting coefficients are:

$$
\hat{\alpha}^{in} = \frac{\phi m \tau_s}{\tau_0 + m \tau_s} ; \quad \hat{\beta}^{in} = \frac{(1 - \phi) m \tau_s}{\tau_0 + m \tau_s}
$$

leading to $\hat{\alpha}^{in} < \alpha$ and $\hat{\beta}^{in} < \beta$.

Furthermore, if one assumes that all agents correctly perform the inference problem, such that $\hat{s} = s$ as in Daniel et al. (2001), Banerjee (2011) or Bordalo et al. (2020), the equilibrium price function is simply given by:

$$
P(s) = (\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}) s + (1 - \hat{\alpha} - \hat{\beta}) \mu_0.
$$

Since $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} < 1$ is bounded above by 1, (37) makes clear that, in the absence of misinference, biases in learning from exogenous signals can not give rise to the type of instability that we highlighted in Section 2.3 with $\partial P/\partial s \rightarrow \infty$, and the wedges between the REE and behavioral outcomes are bounded for a given $\kappa^{oc}$, $\kappa^{dis}$, $\theta$, or $m$. 
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Moreover, we see that whenever $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} > \alpha + \beta$ equilibrium outcomes are too sensitive to new information, leading to over-reaction, as in models of over-confidence, or diagnostic expectations. Conversely, when $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} < \alpha + \beta$ equilibrium outcomes under-react to new information, as in models of dismissiveness or inattention.²⁸

### 3.2 Biases in Learning from (Endogenous) Prices

Biases in inference manifest themselves in the model of the world agents use to extract information from prices, as expressed in the next definition.²⁹

**Definition 3** (Mislearning from (Endogenous) Prices). Let $\gamma$ be the sensitivity of the equilibrium price to new information when traders infer the right information from prices. We capture biases in learning information from prices with the following (linear) mapping:

$$P^{Mis}(\tilde{s}) = \tilde{\gamma} \tilde{s} + (1 - \tilde{\gamma}) \mu_0$$

where $\tilde{\gamma} \neq \gamma$ captures deviations from correct inference. Inverting this mapping yields the following extracted signal: $\tilde{s} = \frac{1}{\tilde{\gamma}} P - \left(\frac{1 - \tilde{\gamma}}{\tilde{\gamma}}\right) \mu_0$.

If traders are only biased in the way they learn information from (endogenous) outcomes, such that $\hat{\alpha} = \alpha$ and $\hat{\beta} = \beta$, then $\tilde{\gamma} < \alpha + \beta$ leads to over-reaction, while if $\tilde{\gamma} > \alpha + \beta$ leads to under-reaction. Intuitively, if uninformed traders think that prices are less (more) responsive to news than they really are, they attribute a given price change to more (less) extreme news. Their posterior beliefs are then given by:

$$\mathbb{E}[v|\mathcal{I}_t] = g \left(\frac{1}{\tilde{\gamma}} P - \left(\frac{1 - \tilde{\gamma}}{\tilde{\gamma}}\right) \mu_0\right) + (1 - g) \mu_0$$

$$\nabla[v|\mathcal{I}_t] = (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}$$

²⁸Relatedly, cursed traders in Eyster et al. (2019) and Mondria et al. (2022) infer signals from prices, but process the signal as if they thought it were noisier than it is. In our framework, this is nested as a bias in learning from fundamentals: agents behave as if they were able to infer an unbiased signal $s$ from prices, but they underweight this signal in forming posterior beliefs.

²⁹Our framework also nests the type of behavior modeled in Haddad et al. (2021), where investors’ demand elasticity depends on the aggregate demand elasticity. For example, with partial equilibrium thinking, uninformed traders’ demand elasticity depends on their perception of the aggregate elasticity.
3.2.1 Nesting Biases in Learning from (Endogenous) Prices

Biases in inference, as PET in Section 2, manifest themselves in the $\tilde{\gamma}$ coefficient. Examples of misinference include K-Level Thinking, or using the incorrect mapping to infer information due to mistaken beliefs about the parameters of the model, such as $\phi$ and $\tau_s$.

**Example 5 (K-Level Thinking).** K-Level thinking agents believe that all other $U$ agents are $(K-1)$-level thinkers, and that the price they observe is generated by the $(K-1)$-level thinking equilibrium price function:

$$P^{Mis}(\tilde{s}) = \tilde{\gamma}_{K-1}\tilde{s} + (1 - \tilde{\gamma}_{K-1})\mu_0$$

where $\tilde{\gamma}_{K-1} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - (\frac{1 - \phi}{\phi})^{K-1}\tau_0}$ is the sensitivity of the price to the true signal in the $(K-1)$-level thinking equilibrium. Notice that if $\phi < 0.5$, the bias in the mapping used by uninformed traders is increasing in the level of reasoning $K$, $\partial(\tilde{\gamma}_{K-1} - \gamma_{REE})/\partial K > 0$. This example illustrates that having higher levels of rational higher order beliefs does not guarantee higher welfare, and may in fact be detrimental (Bohren and Hauser 2021).

**Example 6 (Misunderstanding $\phi$).** Let $\tilde{\phi}$ be PET agents’ perception of the fraction of informed agents. PET traders then believe that the price they observe is generated by:

$$P^{Mis}_{\tilde{\phi}}(\tilde{s}) = \frac{\tilde{\phi}\tau_s}{\tilde{\phi}\tau_s + \tau_0}\tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tilde{\phi}\tau_s + \tau_0}(\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1})$$

When $0 < \tilde{\phi} < \phi$, PET agents believe that the price is even less sensitive than in our benchmark case, amplifying the results. The opposite is true for $\tilde{\phi} > \phi$. Moreover, notice that $\tilde{\phi} = 0$ is equivalent to the case where uninformed traders are fully cursed (they think prices do not contain any relevant information), and $\tilde{\phi} = 1$ recovers the REE mapping.

**Example 7 (Misunderstanding $\tau_s$).** Let $\tilde{\tau}_s$ be PET agents’ perception of the precision of the signal received by informed agents. PET traders then believe that the price they observe is generated by:

$$P^{Mis}_{\phi}(\tilde{s}) = \frac{\phi\tilde{\tau}_s}{\phi\tilde{\tau}_s + \tau_0}\tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\phi\tilde{\tau}_s + \tau_0}(\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1})$$

$^{30}$See Online Appendix D for a detailed and complete analysis of K-level thinking.
When $\tilde{\tau}_s < \tau_s$, PET agents believe that the price is even less sensitive than in our benchmark case, amplifying the misinference. The opposite is true for $\tilde{\tau}_s > \tau_s$.

### 3.3 Implications for Demand Elasticities

Before studying the interaction of mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals, it is worth highlighting that these two classes of biases have different implications for demand elasticities.\(^{31}\) To see why this is the case, we re-write the slope of agents’ demand curves as follows:

$$-\frac{\partial X_i}{\partial P} = \frac{1}{A V[v|I_i]} \left( 1 - \frac{\partial E[v|I_i]}{\partial P} \right)$$

(44)

where $\frac{\partial E[v|I_i]}{\partial P} = 0$ if traders do not learn from prices, and $\frac{\partial E[v|I_i]}{\partial P} > 0$ if instead they do.

Starting with the case with no learning from prices, (44) shows that biases in learning information from (exogenous) fundamentals can only affect demand elasticities by changing agents’ confidence levels and risk-bearing capacities. For example, a bias like diagnostic expectations only affects the first moment of agents’ beliefs, therefore leaving the slope of agents’ demand curves unchanged. Alternatively, over-confident agents perceive lower uncertainty than they would under the rational benchmark ($V[v|I_i] < V^{REE}[v|I_i]$), and therefore *trade more aggressively against any perceived mispricing*. However, this form of over-reaction leads to more elastic demand functions. Overconfidence implies a positive relationship between the extent of excess volatility and how steep demand curves are, making the growing evidence of inelastic markets even more puzzling.

Turning to the case with learning from prices (and rational Bayesian updating), (44) shows that in this case the informational role of prices leads to more inelastic demand curves than without learning from prices. Intuitively, following a price rise, uninformed traders become more optimistic, and this *dampens* their desire to decrease their holdings due to the asset becoming more expensive. In the rational expectations equilibrium these two forces perfectly cancel out ($\frac{\partial E[v|I_i]}{\partial P} = 1$), leading to *perfectly inelastic* demand curves. If instead traders mistakenly think that prices are less responsive to news than under the

\(^{31}\)In the following discussion we focus on models that deliver over-reaction, as models of under-reaction are at odds with the other asset pricing puzzles we explored in Section 2.5.
rational mapping \(\frac{\partial E[r|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\partial P} > 1\), the informational role of prices is stronger than the scarcity role, leading to upward sloping demand curves and over-reaction, as with partial-equilibrium thinking.

This analysis highlights how mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals have different implications for the role of over-reaction in contributing to more inelastic markets. While over-reaction from mislearning from prices contributes to more inelastic markets, over-reaction from mislearning from fundamentals alone either predicts the opposite relationship, or no relationship at all. Online Appendix F shows that mislearning from prices contributes to more inelastic markets even when prices are partially revealing: if traders are unable to distinguish between fundamental and non-fundamental price changes, they respond to both in the same way. When this is the case, learning from prices can translate into more inelastic changes in holdings even in response to non-fundamental price changes, which are mistakenly attributed to fundamental news (Mendel and Shleifer 2012).

3.3.1 Back of the Envelope Calibration

To relate our results to empirical estimates of demand elasticities in the literature, and to understand how strong our channel of interest might be in contributing to more inelastic markets, it is useful to express the slope of agent \(i\)’s demand curve in percentage terms:

\[
-\frac{\partial \log X_i}{\partial \log P} = 1 - \frac{\partial \log \mathbb{E}[r|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\partial \log P} = 1 + \left( \frac{1 + \mathbb{E}[r|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\mathbb{E}[r|\mathcal{I}_i]} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{\partial \log \mathbb{E}[v|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\partial \log P} \right)
\]

(45)

where \(\mathbb{E}[r|\mathcal{I}_i] \equiv \frac{\mathbb{E}[v|\mathcal{I}_i]}{P} - P\) is the expected excess return of the risky asset, and where for simplicity, we assume that \(\frac{\partial \log A\mathbb{V}[r|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\partial \log P} \approx 0\).

If we assume that the equity premium is around 4.4\%, this makes clear that with no learning from prices \((\frac{\partial \log \mathbb{E}[v|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\partial \log P} = 0)\), the macro elasticity of demand is simply \(\frac{\partial \log X_i}{\partial \log P} = 1 + \frac{1.044}{0.044} = 25\), which is consistent with previous theory implied estimates. As extensively reviewed in Gabaix and Koijen (2022), this is two orders of magnitude higher than empirical estimates, which find a macro elasticity of around 0.2.

However, notice how this calibration with no learning from prices also implies that the pass-through of prices to expected returns is approximately one \(\left( \frac{\partial \mathbb{E}[r|\mathcal{I}_i]}{\partial \log P} = -1.044 \right)\). As also
noted by Davis et al. (2023), if prices do not cause changes in agents’ expected future payoffs, then an exogenous 1% increase in prices must lead to a 1% decrease in expected returns. If instead price changes do causally influence investors’ expectations of next period payoff, then there is an additional term in (45) that ensures that the pass-through of prices to expected returns is less than one-for-one, and this contributes to more inelastic markets. A point worth highlighting is that the direction of causality from prices to expected returns here is important, as changes in expected future payoffs that are not caused by price changes would show up in the level of the demand curve, and not in its slope.32

Empirically, Davis et al. (2023) show that the pass-through of prices to expected returns is much lower than one, which implies that price changes do influence expectations of future payoffs. Specifically, they show that at the micro level the pass-through of prices to expected returns is around $-0.06$, and this contributes to lowering the theory implied micro elasticity of demand by an order of magnitude. At the macro level, De La O and Myers (2021) use survey data and find estimates of $\frac{\partial E[r]}{\partial \log P} \approx 0.05$, while Nagel and Xu (2023) find that even when $\frac{\partial E[r]}{\partial \log P}$ is negative, it is quantitatively small. According to our model, this would translate into a macro elasticity of demand of around 1, which is also an order of magnitude closer to the empirical estimates of 0.2. This suggests that the channel we are studying could be quantitatively meaningful. Of course, these estimates of the elasticity of expected returns do not control for the direction of causality required in our calibration. Chaudhry (2022) provides more direct empirical support for learning from prices by introducing subjective beliefs data in demand based asset pricing, and finding that exogenous price increases do cause analysts to update their beliefs of expected future payoffs, as price increases lead to upward revisions in both their short term earning per share expectations and their long term earning growth expectations.33

A more detailed analysis of the causal influence of prices on expected returns would help in understanding the role of learning from prices in contributing to more inelastic markets, therefore shedding further light on both beliefs and holdings.

32For instance, Greenwood and Hanson (2015) present a model of competition neglect where investors neglect other investors’ responses to a fundamental shock. This leads to an excessive change in investors’ expected future payoffs that does not depend on the current price. Therefore, this leads to an excessive shift in investors’ demand curves, while leaving the elasticity of demand unchanged.

33Importantly, our paper shows that the causal effect of prices on beliefs does not negate the effect of biased beliefs on prices. Instead, mislearning from prices may contribute to more inelastic markets, further amplifying other forms of mispricing.
3.4 Equilibrium and Interaction

As before, the unique equilibrium is given by the intersection of the two mappings in (32) and (38). This yields the following expressions for the equilibrium price and extracted signal:

\[ P = \frac{\hat{\alpha}}{1 - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\hat{\gamma}}} s + \left(1 - \frac{\hat{\alpha}}{1 - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\hat{\gamma}}} \right) \mu_0 \]  
\[ \bar{s} = s + \left(\frac{\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} - \hat{\gamma}}{\hat{\gamma} - \hat{\beta}}\right) (s - \mu_0) \]  

We start by generalizing the conditions for stability uncovered in PET, as we are interested in studying the properties of stable equilibria. The relevant parameters in determining the strength of the feedback effect are \( \hat{\gamma} \) and \( \hat{\beta} \). Instead, stability is not directly related to the rational parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \).

**Proposition 3** (Stability with General Model Misspecification). *Given a general linear mapping, as in (38) and a true model of the world as in (32), the equilibrium is stable if and only if \( \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\hat{\gamma}} < 1 \).*

The expression in (47) makes clear that for agents to perform correct inference we must have \( \hat{\gamma} = \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \): only then do \( U \) agents use the right mapping to infer information from prices, allowing them to recover the correct signal \( \bar{s} = s \), for any true signal \( s \). Instead, when \( \hat{\gamma} \neq \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \), agents’ signal extraction results in misinference. Specifically, when \( \hat{\gamma} < \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \), \( U \) agents think that the price is less sensitive to new information than in reality, and therefore they extract a signal which is more extreme, as in PET, and conversely for \( \hat{\gamma} > \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \). Online Appendix E shows how this point generalizes to a model with \( n \) types of heterogeneous agents who all use a different (linear) mapping to infer information from prices.

**Proposition 4** (Correct Inference from Prices with Biases in Learning from Exogenous Fundamentals). *When \( \hat{\alpha} \neq \alpha \), uninformed traders extract the right information from prices if and only if \( \hat{\gamma} = \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \). If \( \hat{\gamma} < \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \), traders infer a signal that is more extreme than the true one. If \( \hat{\gamma} > \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \), traders infer a signal that is less extreme than the true one.*

---

34When the equilibrium is unstable, all comparative statics are reversed. This is simply a manifestation of Samuelson’s Correspondence Principle (Samuelson 1947).
The equilibrium effects of the interaction between biases that arise from processing fundamental signals, and those that arise from learning from prices are shown in Figure 2, where the two thick dashed lines correspond to regions where agents do rational Bayesian updating ($\hat{\alpha} = \alpha$, $\hat{\beta} = \beta$) and correct inference from prices ($\tilde{\gamma} = \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}$), respectively.\textsuperscript{35} The REE then corresponds to the intersection of these two lines. Away from this intersection, the two lines split the plane into four quadrants, where the two departures from rationality interact in shaping the properties of equilibrium outcomes: biases such that $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} > \alpha + \beta$ and $\tilde{\gamma} < \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}$ both push towards over-reaction, while reversing these inequalities pushes towards under-reaction. As is clear from Figure 2, these forces may either point in the same direction, in which case they compound and amplify each other (quadrants 1 and 3), or they push in opposite directions (quadrants 2 and 4). Proposition 5 shows that the resulting properties of equilibrium outcomes depend on the relative strength of the two mistakes.

**Proposition 5** (Over- and Under-reaction with General Model Misspecification). Given a general linear mapping as in (38), a true model of the world as in (32), and rational coefficients $\alpha$ and $\beta$, a stable equilibrium displays over-reaction if:

\[
\frac{\hat{\alpha}}{1 - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\tilde{\gamma}}} > \alpha + \beta \iff \tilde{\gamma} < (\alpha + \beta) \left( \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\beta - (\hat{\alpha} - \alpha)} \right) \tag{48}
\]

and under-reaction if the inequality is reversed. When $\hat{\alpha} = \alpha$ and $\hat{\beta} = \beta$, this inequality reduces to: $\tilde{\gamma} < \alpha + \beta = \gamma_{REE}$.

A key point to notice is just how plausible it is to have both mistakes at play in any setup where agents mislearn from fundamentals and also extract information from endogenous outcomes. Such models generally assume that agents do correct inference, implicitly assuming that agents are aware of the mistakes of others. For example, a common assumption in the over-confidence literature is that agents perform correct signal extraction, and must therefore be aware that others are overconfident, even though they fail to recognize that they are themselves overconfident regarding their own information (e.g. Odean 1998, or Daniel et al. 1998). If instead agents believe that they live in a rational world, thus failing to

\textsuperscript{35}Details on how we vary $\hat{\alpha}$ and $\hat{\beta}$ are illustrated in Online Appendix B.1.
realize that all other agents are also overconfident, they underestimate the sensitivity of the equilibrium price to new information, and they extract a more extreme signal than the true one, leading to even stronger departures from the REE. Similarly, in Bordalo et al. (2020), diagnostic agents infer the correct signal from prices, which requires agents to recognize that other agents are diagnostic. In what follows, we show that misinference can further amplify biases in Bayesian updating and even result in extreme outcomes and unstable regions.

Specifically, Figure 2 shows more formally how discrepancies from the REE arising from wrong Bayesian updating are amplified when agents misinfer information from prices because they assume the world is rational when it is not.\textsuperscript{36} The thin dotted line with $\tilde{\gamma} = \alpha + \beta$ in Figure 2 corresponds to the region where agents infer information from prices under the

\textsuperscript{36}Relatedly, Bohren and Hauser (2021) show in a general social learning setup that failing to account for others’ biases can have an equally severe impact on learning as having the bias itself.
(possibly incorrect) assumption that the world is rational. Importantly, this line always lies either in the top-left, or in the bottom-right quadrants described above, and wrong Bayesian updating and misinference amplify each other in both these regions. Figure 2 also shows that this type of misinference (with $\bar{\gamma} = \alpha + \beta \neq \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}$) can even lead to unstable outcomes, as is clear from the fact that, for large enough $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}$ the thin dotted line enters the unstable region. Online Appendix B.1 explores an example in further detail.

**Corollary 3** (Misinference from (mistakenly) assuming rational learning from fundamentals). Consider a scenario where agents have biases in learning from fundamentals, $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \neq \alpha + \beta$. Misinference due to the incorrect assumption that the world is rational, $\bar{\gamma} = \alpha + \beta$, amplifies the bias due to mislearning from fundamentals:

- If $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} < \alpha + \beta$, $\bar{\gamma} = \alpha + \beta$ amplifies under-reaction relative to $\bar{\gamma} = \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}$;
- If $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} > \alpha + \beta$, $\bar{\gamma} = \alpha + \beta$ either amplifies over-reaction relative to $\bar{\gamma} = \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta}$, or it makes the equilibrium unstable.

This discussion bears important quantitative implications for models which aim to assess the importance of these behavioral biases in empirical settings: smaller departures from rational Bayesian updating may be needed to obtain empirically meaningful departures from rationality. Similarly, we should expect the same bias in learning from fundamentals to have a greater influence on aggregate outcomes in settings where agents infer information from endogenous outcomes. Intuitively, by making demands more inelastic, biases in learning information from prices amplify other types of shocks, including shifts in the aggregate demand function due to biases in learning from fundamentals.

Finally, unpacking the true driver of these departures from rationality is important as the two types of biases introduce different frictions, and have different policy implications: while misinference can be attenuated with greater transparency and better communication, as in Angeletos and Sastry (2021), errors in Bayesian updating would be unaffected by these measures and generally require more direct changes in agents’ incentives with, for instance, taxes and subsidies as in Farhi and Gabaix (2020).
4 Extensions

4.1 Heterogenous Agents

So far, we have considered the case where all uninformed agents extract information from prices using the same misspecified model of the world. Giglio et al. (2021) document a large amount of heterogeneity among agents’ actions and beliefs. The tractability of our model allows us to consider the interaction of heterogeneous agents, who differ in their level of sophistication in extracting information from prices. The key point in solving these models is to notice that we have to specify the mapping used by each type of agent who extracts information from prices. Online Appendix E develops a setup and allows for $N$ types of agents, each with their own different (linear) misspecified model.

When we extend our setup in this way, we find that the main insights in the paper generalize to a setup with heterogeneous agents. At the individual level, agents who believe the equilibrium price is less (more) responsive than it truly is attribute a given price change to a more (less) extreme signal, and overreact (underreact). This also corroborates the results in Section 3 that agents who believe the world is rational need not necessarily be better off. At the aggregate level, outcomes display over- (under-) reaction if, on average, agents believe the equilibrium price is less (more) sensitive than in the REE. Therefore, aggregate level rationality need not imply individual level rationality if agents’ mistakes cancel out on average. Finally, we show that with heterogeneous levels of thinking, having a higher level of rationality of higher order beliefs does not guarantee a higher level of realized welfare.

---

37 Therefore, when there are heterogeneous types of uninformed agents, to understand responses at the individual level, one needs to compare agents’ misspecified mappings with the resulting equilibrium mapping, and not with the REE one. For example, if the equilibrium exhibits over-reaction, an agent who believes the world is rational overreacts. Similarly, even agents who think that there is aggregate level over-reaction may overreact if they underestimate the extent of aggregate level over-reaction. This is reminiscent of the results in Section 3.

38 In Online Appendix E, we maintain rational Bayesian updating for simplicity. We could easily generalize these results further by allowing for non-rational Bayesian updating, as in Section 3. With non-rational Bayesian updating, correct inference is not enough to ensure the recovery of the REE at the aggregate level.
4.2 Partially Revealing Prices and Symmetric Private Signals

In Online Appendix F we relax the assumption that prices are fully revealing, and allow for the supply of the risky asset to be stochastic, as in Diamond and Verrecchia (1981). In Online Appendix G we maintain the assumption of partially revealing prices and consider the symmetric case where all agents receive a noisy private signal of the risky asset’s payoff. The main intuitions pertaining to partial equilibrium thinking go through, thus showing that our results do not necessarily rely on the particular information structure that we adopt in the baseline model.

5 Conclusions

We study the implications of biases arising from mislearning from equilibrium prices, and contrast them to biases arising from mislearning from exogenous fundamentals. To do so, we break down the expectation formation process in two steps: a signal extraction step, where traders learn fundamental information from prices, and a signal processing step, where traders compute their posterior beliefs by combining their inferred information with their prior. This allows us to study the different implications of mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals, and to then turn to their interaction.

We start by providing a micro-foundation for mislearning from prices while maintaining rationality in the second step of the expectation formation process. Specifically, building on experimental evidence that traders under-estimate the extent of other agents’ inference from aggregate outcomes, as well as growing empirical evidence in finance suggesting that fundamental and return expectations may be interlinked, we develop a theory of partial equilibrium thinking, where traders learn fundamental information from prices, but fail to realize that all other traders do so too. We show that PET provides a micro-foundation for over-reaction to news, while also generating endogenously heterogeneous beliefs. These two features allow us to speak to the asset pricing puzzles of excess volatility, excess volume, and return predictability. Additionally, we show that PET leads to upwards sloping demand curves for uninformed traders, therefore contributing to more inelastic markets. The degree of over-reaction and inelasticity then depend on the composition of traders in the market.
and on the informativeness of new information.

Turning to the distinction between mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals, there are two key points worth highlighting. First, mislearning from prices embeds a very natural two-way feedback between prices and beliefs, which can lead to arbitrarily large deviations from rationality, even for a fixed bias and bounded signal. In the limit when the feedback effect becomes explosive, the equilibrium is unstable. Second, mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals have very different implications when it comes to understanding the growing evidence on inelastic markets. Unlike mislearning from fundamentals, mislearning from prices can generate both over-reaction and more inelastic markets relative to the rational expectations benchmark.

Finally, we study the interaction of mislearning from prices and mislearning from fundamentals. These two classes of biases are in no way mutually exclusive. Instead, they interact in very natural ways, and mislearning from prices can vastly amplify biases from mislearning from fundamentals. This has important quantitative implications as it suggests that biases in learning from prices can help match empirical evidence at odds with rational expectations without relying on extreme forms of biases in signal processing.
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Appendices

A Proofs
To keep the notation succinct in this Section, we sometimes adopt the notation of Section 3, and replace the coefficients with the fundamental parameters when needed.

A.1 Proposition 1: Demand Elasticities with PET

When $U$ traders learn information from prices, we can write the slope of their demand curves as:

$$
\frac{\partial X_{U,K}}{\partial P} = -\frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\gamma_K} \right) \right)
$$

(A.1)

where $K \in \{REE, PET\}$, such that $\gamma_{REE} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0 + \tau_s}$ and $\gamma_{PET} = \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\phi \tau_s + \tau_0} < \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0}$. It follows that $\frac{\partial X_{U,PET}}{\partial P} > 0 = \frac{\partial X_{U,REE}}{\partial P}$, so that PET leads to upward sloping demand curves for uninformed traders. The slope of informed traders’ demand curve is the same under PET and under REE, $\frac{\partial X_{I,PET}}{\partial P} = -\frac{1}{A(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}} = \frac{\partial X_{I,REE}}{\partial P}$. We can then write the ratio of the slopes of the aggregate demand curves under PET and under REE as:

$$
\frac{\partial X_{TOT,PET}/\partial P}{\partial X_{TOT,REE}/\partial P} = 1 - (1 - \phi) \left( \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0} + \frac{1}{\phi} \right) < 1
$$

(A.2)

which shows that PET leads to more inelastic markets than under REE, and the wedge is decreasing in $\phi$ and $\frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0}$. \qed
A.2 Lemma 1: Stability

Using $\gamma = \phi \tau_s/\left(\phi \tau_s + \tau_0\right)$, we have:

$$\frac{\partial X_{TOT}}{\partial P} = 0 \iff (1 - \phi) \left(\frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0}\right) \frac{1}{\gamma} < 1 \iff \beta < \gamma \iff \frac{\partial P^{True}(s, \tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}} < \frac{\partial P^{Mis}(\tilde{s})}{\partial \tilde{s}}$$

(A.3)

where the last two equivalences follow from using the definitions of $\beta$ and $\gamma$. Re-writing this inequality in terms of the primitives of the model, rearranging, and simplifying we have that:

$$\beta < \gamma \iff \frac{(1 - \phi)\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} < \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\phi \tau_s + \tau_0} \Rightarrow \phi^2 \tau_s + 2\phi \tau_0 - \tau_0 > 0 \quad (A.4)$$

$$\iff \tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1 - \phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0 > 0 \iff \phi > \left(1 + \sqrt{1 + \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0}}\right)^{-1} \quad (A.5)$$

which gives us the expression in (24). Comparative statics follow by inspection. □

A.3 Corollary 1: Over-reaction and Environment-dependence

Since $\frac{\gamma^{REE}}{\tilde{\gamma}} > 1$, (46) shows that $\frac{\partial P^{PET}}{\partial \tilde{s}} > \frac{\partial P^{REE}}{\partial \tilde{s}}$, proving that PET leads to over-reaction to news relative to the rational benchmark. The wedge between PET and REE is then governed by $\frac{\gamma^{REE}}{\tilde{\gamma}}$:

$$\frac{\gamma^{REE}}{\tilde{\gamma}} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \frac{\phi \tau_s + \tau_0}{\phi \tau_s} = \frac{\phi \tau_s + \tau_0}{\phi (\tau_s + \tau_0)} \quad (A.6)$$

which is decreasing in $\phi$ and $\frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0}$.

For the individual level, notice that (22) shows that the sensitivity of the extracted signal with respect to the true one is given by:

$$\frac{\partial \tilde{s}}{\partial s} = 1 + \frac{(1 - \phi) \tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1 - \phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0} \quad (A.7)$$

which is also decreasing in $\phi$ and $\frac{\tau_s}{\tau_0}$. □
A.4 Proposition 2: Amplification

The equilibrium signal PET agents extract from prices, $\tilde{s}^{PET}$, can be written as:

$$\tilde{s}^{PET} = s + \frac{\alpha}{1 - \frac{\beta}{\gamma}} \left( s - \left(\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}\right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

By assumption, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are bounded below and above by strictly positive values.\(^{40}\) It follows that $\tilde{\gamma}$ is bounded above too since $\tilde{\gamma} < \alpha + \beta$. Since $s$ is fixed, these conditions ensure that $\lim_{\beta/\tilde{\gamma} \to 1} \tilde{s}^{PET} - s = \infty$. Turning to the wedge between PET and REE sensitivities of the equilibrium price with respect to the true signal $s$:\(^{41}\)

$$\frac{\partial P^{PET}}{\partial s} - \frac{\partial P^{REE}}{\partial s} = \left( \frac{\alpha}{1 - \frac{\beta}{\tilde{\gamma}}} \right) - (\alpha + \beta) = \frac{\alpha}{\tilde{\gamma}} - \frac{(1 - \frac{\beta}{\gamma})}{1 - \frac{\beta}{\gamma}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

so that this wedge is also \(i\) increasing in $\beta/\tilde{\gamma}$, and \(ii\) $\lim_{\beta/\tilde{\gamma} \to 1} \frac{\partial P^{PET}}{\partial s} - \frac{\partial P^{REE}}{\partial s} = \infty$. Next, we can express the wedge between PET and REE prices as:

$$P^{PET} - P^{REE} = \beta(\tilde{s}^{PET} - s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)

Since $\beta$ is bounded below by a strictly positive number (by assumption), it follows immediately from the discussion above that this wedge verifies $\lim_{s/\tilde{s} \to 1-} P^{PET} - P = \infty$. Finally, the wedge in expected returns (defined in A.20),

$$\mathbb{E}_U[R]^{PET} - \mathbb{E}_U[R]^{REE} = \frac{\tau s}{\tau s + \tau_0} (\tilde{s} - s) - (P^{PET} - P^{REE})$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.11)

$$= (\alpha + \beta)(\tilde{s} - s) - \beta(\tilde{s} - s) = \alpha(\tilde{s} - s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.12)

---

\(^{39}\)To see this, one can either rely on the derivation in Section 3, or simply compare the expression in (A.8) with (22), after having substituted in for the values of $\alpha = \frac{\phi \tau s}{\tau s + \tau_0}$, $\beta = \frac{(1 - \phi) \tau s}{\tau s + \tau_0}$, and $\tilde{\gamma} = \frac{\phi \tau s}{\tau s + \tau_0}$.

\(^{40}\)Formally, there exists $\phi > 0$, $\tau s > 0$, $\tau s > 0$ and $\tau 0 > 0$ such that $\phi \leq \phi$, $\tau s \leq \tau s \leq \tau s$, and $\tau 0 \leq \tau 0$ when we vary $\beta/\tilde{\gamma}$. This is simply to ensure that $\alpha/\tilde{\gamma}$ does not go to 0.

\(^{41}\)This wedge is also related to the wedge between $\tilde{s}^{PET} - s = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( \frac{\partial P^{PET}}{\partial s} - \frac{\partial P^{REE}}{\partial s} \right) (s - (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}))$.  
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where the second equality uses the fact that \( \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} = \alpha + \beta \) and the result in (A.10). Similarly,

\[
\mathbb{E}_t[R]^{PET} - \mathbb{E}_t[R]^{REE} = -(P^{PET} - P^{REE}) = -\beta(\hat{s} - s) \tag{A.13}
\]

where the second equality uses the result in (A.10). Therefore, (A.12) and (A.13) confirm that the limit property hold for the discrepancy between PET and REE expected and realized returns as well: \( \lim_{\beta/\phi \to 1} \mathbb{E}_t[R]^{PET} - \mathbb{E}_t[R]^{REE} = \infty \) for \( i \in \{I, U\} \), since \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are bounded. This also holds for realized returns as, on average, realized returns are equal to informed agents’ expected returns.

\[ A.5 \quad \text{Proof of Corollary 2: PET and Asset Pricing Puzzles} \]

\textbf{Over-reaction.} The sensitivities of the equilibrium price to the true signal, across the two equilibrium concepts, can be rewritten as:

\[
\frac{\partial P^{REE}}{\partial s} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0}, \quad \frac{\partial P^{PET}}{\partial s} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1-\phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0}. \tag{A.14}
\]

When the PET equilibrium is stable, the denominator of the PET sensitivity in (A.14) is positive (see Proposition 1). For \( \phi \in (0, 1) \), it immediately follows that:

\[
\frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} < \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(\frac{1-\phi}{\phi}\right)^2 \tau_0}. \tag{A.15}
\]

\textbf{Trading Volume.} Trading volume for \( K = \{REE, PET\} \) is defined as:

\[
V^K = \phi|Z - X^K_I| + (1-\phi)|Z - X^K_U| = 2\phi(1-\phi)|X_U - X_I|, \tag{A.16}
\]

where the last equality uses the market clearing condition, \( \phi X_I + (1-\phi)X_U = Z \).

We make use of the fact that both informed and uninformed agents’ demand functions use the same precision, so that (A.16) simplifies to:

\[
V^K = \frac{2\phi(1-\phi)\tau_s}{A} |\hat{s}^K - s|. \tag{A.17}
\]
Trading volume is thus proportional to $|\bar{s} - s|$, which is the amount of belief disagreement between $I$ and $U$ agents. The rational volume is 0. Substituting the PET extracted signal in (22) into equation (A.17) yields an expression of volume as a function of fundamentals:

$$V_{PET} = \frac{2(1 - \phi)^2 \tau_s \tau_0}{A \phi \left( \tau_s + \tau_0 - \left( \frac{1 - \phi}{\phi} \right)^2 \tau_0 \right)} |s - \mu_0 + AZ\sigma_0^2|$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.18)

$$= \frac{2\phi(1 - \phi)\tau_s}{A} \left( \frac{\alpha}{g} - \frac{1 - \beta}{\frac{1 - \beta}{g}} \right) |s - \mu_0 + AZ\sigma_0^2|$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.19)

First, notice that when $s = \mu_0 - AZ\sigma_0^2$, trading volume is zero (at this signal, the true model and the misspecified one are equal). Moreover, from (A.19), it is clear that $V_{PET}$ is increasing in the size of the feedback effect $\beta/\gamma$, and that $\lim_{s \to 1} V_{PET} = \infty$ when $\alpha/\gamma$ is not going to 0.

**Returns.** Expected returns are defined additively, for $i \in \{I, U\}$, and $K \in \{PET,REE\}$:

$$E_i[R]^K = E[v|I_i^K] - P^K = E[v|I_i^K] - (\bar{E}[v] - \bar{V}[v]AZ)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.20)

where $\bar{E}[v]$ and $\bar{V}[v]$ are weighted averages of agents’ beliefs and precisions, respectively.\(^{42}\)

Since $I$ agents have the same beliefs across REE and PET, differences in $I$ agents’ expected returns across equilibrium concepts are driven by differences in equilibrium prices. After some algebra, $I$ agents’ expected returns conditional on a signal $s$ are given by:

$$E_I[R]^{REE} = AZ(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.21)

$$E_I[R]^{PET} = -\frac{(1 - \phi)\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \left( \frac{1 - \phi}{\phi^2} \right) \tau_0 \left( \frac{1 - \phi}{\phi} \right)^2 \tau_0 \left( s - \left( \mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1} \right) \right) + AZ(\tau_0 + \tau_s)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.22)

Since $I$ agents’ beliefs are rational, their expected returns are equal to average realized

\(^{42}\)Let $\tau_i = V[v|I_i]$ for $i \in \{I, U\}$. Then $E[v] = \frac{\phi\tau_I + (1 - \phi)g}{\phi\tau_I + (1 - \phi)g} E[v|I_I] + \frac{(1 - \phi)g}{\phi\tau_I + (1 - \phi)g} E[v|I_U]$, and $Var = (\phi\tau_I + (1 - \phi)g)^{-1}$. The fact that $P^K = \bar{E}[v] - \bar{V}[v]AZ$ then follows by inspection of (19) and (21).
returns, conditional on $s$. The corresponding expected returns of $U$ agents are given by:

\[ \mathbb{E}_U[R]^{REE} = AZ(\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1} \]  
\[ \mathbb{E}_U[R]^{PET} = \frac{\phi \tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \left( \frac{(1-\phi) \tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0 - \left(1-\phi\right)^2 \tau_0} \right) \left( s - \left( \mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1} \right) \right) + AZ(\tau_0 + \tau_s)^{-1} \]  

(A.23)  

(A.24)

The comparative statics in Proposition 2 follows by inspection. Since the denominator in (A.24) and (A.22) is positive when the equilibrium is stable, $\frac{\partial \mathbb{E}_U[R]^{PET}}{\partial s} > 0$ and $\frac{\partial R^{PET}}{\partial s} < 0$.

**Inelastic Demands.** This follows from Proposition 1.

A.6 Proof of Proposition 3: Stability with General Misinference

The equilibrium is stable if and only if the aggregate demand for the risky asset is downward-sloping. The slope of the aggregate demand function can be expressed as:

\[ -\frac{\partial X_{TOT}}{\partial P} = -\frac{1}{A} \left( 1 - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\hat{\gamma}} \right) P + \text{constant} \]  

(A.25)

leading to a downward sloping demand function and a stable equilibrium if and only if $\frac{\hat{\beta}}{\hat{\gamma}} < 1$.

A.7 Proof of Proposition 4: Correct Inference from Prices

This follows from (47), where $s = \tilde{s}$ if and only if $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} - \hat{\gamma} = 0$. When $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} - \hat{\gamma} > 0$ traders infer a signal which is more extreme than the true one, and conversely when $\hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} - \hat{\gamma} < 0$.

A.8 Proof of Proposition 5: Over/Under-reaction

This follows from inspecting (46) and comparing it to the rational benchmark:

\[ P^{REE} = (\alpha + \beta)s + (1 - \alpha - \beta)\mu_0 \]  

(A.26)
The sensitivity of equilibrium prices is then higher that in the rational case when:

\[
\frac{\hat{\alpha}}{1 - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\gamma}} > \alpha + \beta \tag{A.27}
\]

which can be rearranged to yield Proposition 5. The under-reaction case is symmetric. 

A.9 **Proof of Corollary 3: Mistakenly Assuming Rationality**

In equilibrium, (46) shows that the sensitivity of prices to new information is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial P}{\partial s} = \frac{\hat{\alpha}}{1 - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{\gamma}} \tag{A.28}
\]

Let \( \hat{\gamma} \equiv \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} \) and \( \gamma^{REE} \equiv \alpha + \beta \). If \( \hat{\alpha} \leq \alpha \) and \( \hat{\beta} \leq \beta \) such that \( \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} < \alpha + \beta \). When this is the case, mislearning from fundamentals pushes towards under-reaction. Moreover, \( \hat{\gamma} < \gamma^{REE} \), and from (A.28) we see that the sensitivity of prices to new information is lower when \( \gamma = \gamma^{REE} \) than when \( \gamma = \hat{\gamma} \). In other words, in this case mislearning from prices contributes to even more under-reaction, thus amplifying the original bias in mislearning from fundamentals. The converse is true when \( \hat{\alpha} \geq \alpha \) and \( \hat{\beta} \geq \beta \) such that \( \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} > \alpha + \beta \). Finally, the equilibrium is unstable when \( \gamma < \hat{\beta} \), which cannot happen when \( \gamma = \hat{\gamma} \) since \( \hat{\alpha} > 0 \), but can happen when \( \gamma = \gamma^{REE} \) if \( \alpha + \beta < \hat{\beta} \). Therefore, when \( \hat{\alpha} + \hat{\beta} > \alpha + \beta \), misinference from mistakenly assuming the world is rational can make the equilibrium unstable.

**B Derivation of the REE Inference Problem**

To construct the mapping that uninformed agents use to extract information from prices, we need to determine the market clearing condition which they think is generating the price that they observe: \( \phi \bar{X}_I + (1 - \phi) \bar{X}_U = Z \). This, in turn, requires us to specify what uninformed traders think about other agents’ posterior beliefs. Specifically, they think informed traders trade on the signal \( \bar{s} \):

\[
E[v|\bar{I}_U] = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \bar{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0 \tag{B.29}
\]
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\[ \mathbb{V}[v|\tilde{I}_U] = (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1} \] (B.30)

Moreover, under rational expectations uninformed traders realize that other uninformed traders are also learning from prices. Let us guess that they think other uninformed traders use the following linear mapping to infer information from prices: 

\[ P = \gamma_i \tilde{s} + (1 - \gamma_i)(\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \]  

This translates into the following posterior beliefs:

\[ \mathbb{E}[v|\tilde{I}_U] = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \left( \frac{1}{\gamma_i} P - \frac{1 - \gamma_i}{\gamma_i} (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \right) + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \mu_0 \] (B.31)

\[ \mathbb{V}[v|\tilde{I}_U] = (\tau_s + \tau_0)^{-1} \] (B.32)

Market clearing then leads to the following perceived price function:

\[ P = \left( \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \right) \tilde{s} + \left( 1 - \frac{1}{1 - (1 - \phi) \left( \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \frac{1}{\gamma_{\text{REE}}} - 1 \right)} \right) (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \] (B.33)

Given their beliefs about other agents, uninformed traders would then invert this mapping to infer information from prices. However, common knowledge of rationality implies that all uninformed traders reason in this way, and that \( \gamma_i = \gamma_{-i} = \gamma_{\text{REE}} \), leading to the following fixed-point:

\[ \gamma_{\text{REE}} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \frac{1}{\gamma_{\text{REE}}} \implies \gamma_{\text{REE}} = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \] (B.34)

Therefore, under common knowledge of rationality uninformed traders infer information from prices by inverting the following mapping, which coincides with the mapping we derived in (14) in the text:

\[ P_{\text{REE}}^{\text{Min}}(\tilde{s}) = \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_s + \tau_0} \tilde{s} + \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_s + \tau_0} (\mu_0 - AZ\tau_0^{-1}) \] (B.35)